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bstract

The Norwegian driver education programme is extensive, systematic and comprehensive. The syllabus intentions have high expectations for
upil learning, and in the learning situation the ability of teachers to utilise dialogue as an effective learning tool is put to the test. Over a 5-year
eriod we have studied learning situations in all areas of the Norwegian driver education programme. In this article we present findings based
n observations of teacher–pupil interaction during on-road practice and discuss how teachers may form the dialogue into an effective learning
ool in order to tap the learning potential that is embedded in driver education programmes. The education of responsible drivers requires that
eacher–pupil dialogues bring about a shared understanding of a full traffic context during on-road practice. It becomes evident that different
eacher supportive approaches pave the way to ‘intersubjectivity’ of occurring traffic contexts in qualitatively different ways. Teachers use both

clarifying’ and ‘elaborative’ processes to prepare the learner for responsible driving. The establishment of a mutual understanding is a continuous
ialogical process in which concepts become mediating tools. How the two conceptual worlds of teacher and learner merge makes a basic level
or subsequent scaffolding processes during on-road practice.

2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

According to research literature the effectiveness of driver
ducation programmes is by no means clear. Studies evaluating
he effects of different types of driver education programs report

ixed results. Some studies show that education only contributes
odestly to reducing driver collision risk (Ker et al., 2005; Levy,

990; Zhao et al., 2006), while others show no effects or even
n increased accident rate (Elvik and Vaa, 2004). One possible
xplanation of these mixed findings may be the determinants of
river education effectiveness. Broadly speaking, volume, dura-
ion and pupil attitudes are frequently used as determinants of
river education effectiveness (Martin et al., 2005; Morrisey et
l., 2006; Zhao et al., 2006). Few studies have explored in depth
ow learning situations are facilitated and carried out. Although

tudies show that particular training strategies are decisive for
earning outcomes of driver education and thus driver behaviour
Gregersen, 1996; Gregersen and Bjurulf, 1996; Gregersen et
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l., 2003), we have little knowledge on the ‘hows’ in driver edu-
ation that go beyond counting lessons and drawing attention
o driving qualifications. Knowledge on how to tap the learning
otential that is embedded in driver education programmes is a
ey element in improving the learning outcomes and thus influ-
ncing traffic behaviour. Hence, the actual potential of driver
ducation as a vital force in reducing collision risk has yet to be
apped.

Teacher–pupil dialogue is a prominent learning medium dur-
ng on-road practice and the study of how dialogues may become
effective dialogues’ may pave the way for ‘effective driver edu-
ation programmes’. As teacher and pupil engage in dialogic
rocesses, the interlocutors may create and negotiate knowledge
ith one another (Young, 1992). However, studies show that

eachers have trouble forming dialogue into an effective learn-
ng tool (Rismark and Sølvberg, 2005, 2006). Dialogues that
laborate, refine and instantiate require that the interlocutors
hare ideas, comments and questions. The exchange of ideas,
omments and questions is a main feature of interlocutors estab-
ishing ‘intersubjectivity’ (Rommetveit, 1974). As understood

ere, intersubjectivity means the degree to which interlocutors
n a communicative situation share a perspective, where Rom-

etveit emphasises that intersubjectivity should be viewed as
ne tendency that is characteristic of human communication.

mailto:marit.rismark@svt.ntnu.no
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the Norw

his particular tendency is also characteristic of social interac-
ion and points out how two persons who engage in a dialogue
an transcend their different private worlds (Wertch, 1998).
ntersubjectivity appears to be a constructive force of the inter-
elated dynamic dialogical process, and it may thus be an asset
o learning.

A key issue is to determine how the dialogue may work as a
ediating tool to bring about intersubjectivity as efficiently as

ossible. The main purpose of the present study is to develop
uch insights. Our work has been guided by the following
esearch questions: what characterises dialogues that achieve
ntersubjectivity? And how do teachers invite pupils into dia-
ogues that develop arguments and co-construct understandings?
nowledge on these issues will enable teachers to form the dia-

ogue into an effective learning tool during on-road practice.

. The Norwegian driver education model

In general, Western societies have a basic belief in education
s a powerful means for moulding citizens with respect to var-
ous functions and skills. Educators want to influence, change
r enhance the minds and actions of their pupils—they want
heir pupils to be affected by what occurs in the educational
rocess. These ambitions are also prominent in the strategic doc-
ments that constitute the platform for the relatively extensive
river education model for drivers of passenger cars in Norway
Isachsen et al., 2002). Bearing this in mind, the Norwegian
river education model is an interesting arena for the explo-
ation of learning processes. While many countries offer a quick
nd easy route to the acquisition of a driving license (Williams
t al., 1996), driver education in Norway is extensive, systematic
nd comprehensive. The Norwegian model includes a detailed
yllabus that establishes a progression of the contents and the use

f teaching methods. The 2-year driver education is a module-
ased, four-step training programme where pupils move through
ndividual and group tutorials of both a theoretical and practical
ature.

D
s
t
p

driver education, category B.

As shown in Fig. 1, an initial course in basic traffic knowl-
dge (17 h) is the common starting point. After completing this
ourse, the 16-year olds may also train when accompanied by
ersons with a minimum of 5 years’ driving experience. The
reen areas of the figure illustrate this voluntary education. From
teps two through four, pupil and teacher work closely together
o achieve the educational goals. Altogether the mandatory train-
ng programme for passenger cars amounts to a minimum of 36
essons before the driver may take the final driving test to earn
ull driving privileges.

The Norwegian model has a detailed syllabus and prescribed
ontents and methods. The intentions of the syllabus clearly
mphasise such themes as self-insight and personal assessment
n traffic situations. The overriding principle is to enhance the
river’s reflection, understanding and attitudes that may foster
ood traffic behaviour. This creates the platform for the acquisi-
ion of more specific insights. Driving a vehicle safely involves

combination of ‘anticipatory skills’ (the ability to realize in
dvance what may happen in a traffic situation and thus be
repared to handle it) and ‘responsiveness’ to the needs of oth-
rs (Sharpley, 2003). Overall, the syllabus intentions have high
xpectations for pupil learning, and in the learning situation the
bility of teachers to utilise dialogue as an effective learning tool
s put to the test.

. Methodology

Over a 5-year period we have studied learning situations in all
reas of the Norwegian driver education programme. The overall
bjective of this large study has been to develop knowledge on
ow to tap the learning potential that is embedded in driver edu-
ation programmes. One underlying assumption has been that
mproved learning outcomes may influence traffic behaviour.

uring our studies we have collected data in various learning

ituations by means of interviews and observations. Some of
he courses in the programme were de-contextualized and took
lace in classroom-like settings. Others were authentic learning
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xperiences with pupils driving on the streets and highways in
heir communities. Data was also collected in arenas especially

odelled for safety and skid training. Altogether 51 teachers
nd 191 pupils have participated in our qualitative studies and
he data material comprises 833 pages of transcribed text.

The findings in this article stem from a subset of observa-
ions in the larger data material. These observations deal with
eacher–pupil dialogues while behind the wheel. Using this data

aterial we explored how the dialogue may work as a mediating
ool to create intersubjectivity during on-road practice. The first-
and information on the phenomena in question involved spend-
ng time in the back seat of the school’s cars taking notes and
ape-recording the dialogues between instructor and pupil. After
very observation we also wrote extensive field notes and exact
ranscriptions of the dialogues. Each observation lasted from 45
o 90 or 120 min. All the 30 observations of teacher–pupil dia-
ogues behind the wheel come to 337 pages of text with detailed
nformation of the context in question.

Altogether 17 teachers (4 females and 13 males) and 32 pupils
14 females and 18 males) were observed. The teachers all had
ore than 5 years of work experience. The sampling proce-

ures were purposeful in deliberately selecting teachers who
ould provide the most information-rich data possible. One main
trategy in recruiting the teachers was to attend regional teacher
eetings to inform them about our research interest in their field

f work, and then to invite and recruit teachers to participate
n our studies. We felt that our interest was highly welcomed
nd the teachers expressed great interest in sharing their expe-
iences. There is reason to believe that those who became our
nformants were above average when it comes to work dedica-
ion. They showed that they were open to new input that could
e helpful in developing their own practice and the field as a
hole. The gender representation in our sample also reflects the
ail dominance within this field of profession.
The data analysis involved the interplay between the

esearchers, transcribed data material and theory, and was under-
aken both in the field and after the data had been collected.
ur research approach has been inspired by Grounded The-
ry, which involves the generation of innovative theory derived
rom data collected in an investigation of “real-life” situations
elevant to the research problem (Gasson, 2004). Bearing this
n mind, the concepts we developed through analysis naturally
merged from the data material. Just as important, our subjec-
ive beliefs about the phenomenon in question may also have
oloured the nature of the data we collected and the analytic
rocesses in which we engaged. Our theoretical assumptions
bout the dynamic nature of ‘intersubjectivity’ provided a point
f departure for the development and exploration of categories
uring the data analysis. Categories about the reciprocity of
eacher–pupil interaction evolved from the use of “dialogue” as
unit of analysis. Such grounding in the literature may counter-
ct bias by expanding the researcher’s understanding of multiple
ays of viewing the phenomenon (Morrow, 2005). During the
nalysis we moved back and forth between transcribed texts and
heoretical assumptions on dialogical features of human inter-
ction. Shifting between theory and data allowed us to capture
ultiple instances of dialogues. According to Strauss and Corbin
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1998), analysis is about maintaining a certain degree of rigor
hile at the same time the researchers search for appropriate cat-

gories, ask stimulating questions and make comparisons from
asses of unorganised raw data. We aspired to maintain a certain

egree of rigor through the establishment of work procedures
or mutual construction of meaning between co-researchers. We
ontinuously read and coded small extracts of data individually
efore mutually developing preliminary categories of dialogi-
al features. Credibility was also enhanced by consulting with
nowledgeable colleagues who had read the field notes and the
ranscribed dialogues before they served as peer de-briefers.
hey engaged in “critical and sustained discussions” (Rossman
nd Rallis, 2003) and thus served as a mirror, reflecting our
esponses to the research process.

. Findings and discussion

Teacher–pupil dialogues give rise to intersubjectivity in three
hases during on-road guided practice. Although we see learning
s a cyclical process, the phases are presented in a linear man-
er to facilitate the discussion on conceptual issues. In natural
ducational settings, the phases may be intermingled and may
ot appear to be equally relevant during a particular lesson. The
rst phase, ‘situation is selected’ (I), is about how the teacher
caffolds the learner in the first moves towards ‘intersubjectiv-
ty’ (Rommetveit, 1974). As understood here, intersubjectivity
efers to the degree to which interlocutors in a communicative
ituation share a perspective. A second phase, “situation is con-
tructed” (II), is about how the teacher and learner move closer
o the particular learning issues by means of two supportive
pproaches that pave the way to intersubjectivity. The initial
hases (I and II) prepare the learner for a third phase, when “sit-
ation becomes practice” (III). In this third phase, the learner
eeds to apply newly gained insights from phases I and II when
riving on roads and highways. The preparations in the initial
hases enable the learner to realize in advance what may happen
n a real situation, and such anticipation is vital for driving the
ehicle safely.

The following analysis discusses dialogical characteristics
f learning phases I and II. The analysis reveals how teachers
eek to continuously inform and inspire their pupils through dia-
ogues that instantiate, refine and elaborate the learning issues.
t becomes evident that different teacher supportive approaches
ave the way to intersubjectivity in qualitatively different ways.

.1. ‘Situation is selected’: first phase and basic
caffolding towards ‘intersubjectivity’

Throughout the first phase, when ‘situation is selected’, the
nstructors prepare the learners for the upcoming exercises. The
nalysis reveals how two dialogical categories occur in this ini-
ial phase. Basic scaffolding towards intersubjectivity is reflected
n the categories ‘purpose of exercise’ and ‘interplay between

omain-specific concepts and everyday concepts’.

Touching upon the purpose of the exercise represents an ini-
ial move towards shared understanding. Through explicatory
nstructor initiatives of the type ‘Today, we will control . . .’
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Today, we will start to . . .’, or ‘Today, we will repeat . . .’ the
nstructor may or may not succeed in carrying out the purpose
f the exercise as a shared stepping stone for the session. Such
nitiatives carry distinct information about the purpose of the
esson and are first moves towards establishing a shared plat-
orm for further dialogue and for future exercises. Although a
hared understanding of the purpose of the lesson may be help-
ul, striving for mutual understanding of the complex situations
t hand is a continuous dialogical process. The dialogic nature
f intersubjectivity tends towards dynamism, heterogeneity and
onflict among voices (Wertch, 1998). Thus, the interest is in
ow an interlocutor might use messages, ideas and so on as
hinking devices and respond to them in such ways that new

eaning is generated. In this way, explicatory instructor initia-
ives are only initial modicum moves towards communicating
ifferent private worlds.

A dialogical key to creating and sustaining a shared frame of
eference is the interplay between domain-specific concepts and
veryday concepts. The participants sometimes operate within
ifferent conceptual worlds of domain-specific concepts and
veryday concepts:

Instructor: Do you have a precise driving technique for motor-
ways with a high speed limit?
Pupil: What . . . mm . . . what . . . that I keep to the speed limit?
Instructor: Yes, for example.
Pupil: I try the best I can.
Instructor: It’s also got something to do with observing and
adapting to other traffic, and getting on and exiting motorways.
Pupil: Exit the road at high speed, like?

The example shows how teacher and learner operate within
wo private knowledge worlds: a world with ‘scientific con-
epts’ as transmitters of knowledge and another reality that
perates according to ‘everyday concepts’. Due to the concep-
ual mismatch of language use, the situation above seems to be
ess learning effective than desired. The dialogue mainly circles
round finding out what the other person actually is saying. Obvi-
usly, the domain-specific concepts that the instructor uses are
ot carriers of meaning that facilitate pupil understanding. The
nstructor can hardly avoid the use of domain-specific concepts.
n fact, several authors suggest that pupils learn domain-specific
oncepts by using them in spoken communication (Boxtel et al.,
002). The point is that the interlocutors need to engage in dia-
ogical processes that elaborate meaning for the concepts that
re being used.

When interlocutors operate within different conceptual
orlds of domain-specific concepts and everyday concepts,

here is a need to negotiate meaning. According to Engeström
2001), negotiating processes focus on how the participants
ngage in concept formation. He shows how scientific concepts
ay be transformed through a stepwise and seemingly thorough

egotiation process. According to his findings, a series of alter-

ative conceptualisations may arise in the process of trying to
erge the possibly incompatible worlds of the ‘scientific con-

ept’ of critical pathways and the everyday experience of the
earners.
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The way in which solutions are found in the dialogic cat-
gories ‘purpose of exercise’ and ‘interplay between domain-
pecific concepts and everyday concepts’ throughout the initial
hase, represents basic scaffolding towards intersubjectivity as
he dialogue moves into a second learning phase.

.2. ‘Situation is constructed’: two supportive approaches
o establishing ‘intersubjectivity’

Throughout the second phase, when ‘situation is con-
tructed’, the instructors continue to prepare the learners for
he upcoming exercises. Our analysis reveals how two support-
ve approaches, the ‘clarifying approach’ and the ‘elaborative
pproach’ bring the learner closer to the upcoming driving exer-
ises in qualitatively different ways. The two approaches have
nequal potential for intersubjectivity.

.2.1. Clarifying approaches
In general the instructors choose to specify and instantiate the

pcoming exercises through a clarifying approach. This means
hat the instructor introduces details and supplemental infor-

ation with the intention of facilitating pupil comprehension.
nformation on traffic challenges as well as assurances of social
nd motivational support may clarify the upcoming exercise:

Instructor: Seeing that your hill starts are as good as they are, I
would like to propose . . . I would like to get you into situations
where you’ll need it—in natural situations. Preferably with cars
behind you. Then we can agree that if you need help, you’ll
get it.

Such clarifications in advance of the driving exercise may
rovide a clearer picture of both general conditions and proce-
ures concerning the upcoming exercise. In the teacher’s utter-
nce above, information about traffic conditions comes through
pecifications about a relocation of the hill-start practice to areas
ith more traffic density. At the same time, the instructor pro-
ides social clarification by promising support if needed. Belief
n the learner’s ability to handle the realistic situation ahead is
lso communicated and the instructor presents the upcoming sit-
ation as a natural challenge that goes along with the learner’s
rogression. In doing this the instructor also touches upon moti-
ational aspects when he supports the pupil’s self-confidence
nd need to feel challenged. Lepper et al. (1997) suggests that
xpert human tutors give roughly equal attention to informa-
ional, social and motivational factors.

Clarifications are communicated with intentions to enable
he learner to obtain a clearer idea of the upcoming exercise.
hese clarifications communicate information that the learner
ay make use of when the dialogue develops. The information
ay also provide support in the process of establishing a cogni-

ive map to be used in upcoming exercises. From a dialogic point
f view, however, the clarifying approach mainly reflects the

nstructor’s ideas on the upcoming exercise, while the learner’s
deas, questions and comments are not equally dwelt upon. As
uch, the clarifying approach does not involve the interrelated
ialogical nature that brings about intersubjectivity.
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.2.2. Elaborative approaches
Another supportive approach that teachers use is elabora-

ion. An elaborative approach implies that teachers and learners
o-construct both a complex and dynamic picture of the upcom-
ng exercise when considerable efforts are made to establish a
ognitive map of the upcoming landscape. In these processes,
articipants engage in dialogues to ‘transcend different private
orlds’ (Wertch, 1998). By doing this, they may establish a

hared point of departure for discussions on how to act as
esponsible drivers and road users. A major challenge is to estab-
ish fruitful understandings so that the situations at hand may
ave a learning potential for pupils who, according to syllabus
equirements, need to develop ‘anticipatory skills’ as well as
responsiveness’ to the needs of other road users.

The following story illustrates vital aspects of an elaborative
pproach:

A pupil is about to drive into a traffic light situation. First they
park the car while the driving instructor draws the pupil into a
dialogue on driving in junctions with traffic lights. The driv-
ing instructor takes out a clean sheet of paper and outlines a
junction with traffic lights. The illustration is gradually made
more complex when new elements, such as vehicles, various
other traffic elements and more detailed road markings, are
added. At the same time the driving instructor provides infor-
mation and invites the pupil to talk more about this by asking
about the new elements that are being added. Eventually the
illustration takes on a life of its own when the driving instruc-
tor invites the pupil to understand the outline as a dynamic
picture of traffic with various changing or moving elements.
In the dialogue the pupil is encouraged to reflect upon and
make choices based on (1) his own position, (2) how other
people perceive this position, and (3) how other people may
understand this and act based on the total traffic picture. The
driving instructor does this by turning the illustration upside
down so the traffic picture may be considered from the point
of view of others.

In this example we can recognize various levels of elabora-
ion as the situation continuously expands by means of words
nd symbols that carry meaning into the situation. The teacher
nforms, asks questions and invites the pupil to evaluate the situa-
ions at hand as details are gradually added to the sketch showing
constantly expanding and more realistic traffic picture. In this
ay they establish a shared understanding of the multitude of

actors in traffic situations. Such an arrangement of complexity
onstitutes a basic level of elaboration.

This basic level of elaboration is the point of departure when
he instructor presents a progression of increasingly challenging
roblems for the pupil to solve. In this problem-solving approach
hat illustrates an expanded level of elaboration, the elements are
ictured as dynamics of an always changeable context. When
upils come to comprehend that other road users are not static
lements, but rather dynamic elements that move about within

he social context of a traffic situation, they as learners may be
ble to realize in advance what may happen and thus be prepared
o handle it. Such ‘anticipatory skills’ are highly evaluated and
rucial for effective driving behaviour (Sharpley, 2003).
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Through the basic and expanded levels of elaboration the par-
icipants develop some shared understanding of the complexity
nd dynamics of traffic situations. The example above also illus-
rates how the teacher strives to encourage the pupil to exceed
is own perspective as a driver. This is a main challenge in driver
ducation as driving a vehicle safely indeed requires responsive-
ess to the needs of others (Sharpley, 2003; Isachsen et al., 2002).
n our example, consideration for others is effectuated as the
eacher turns the sketch around to show how situations involve

ultiple perceptions. Being responsive to the needs of others
onstitutes a third and advanced level of elaboration. When a
upil is able to assume other people’s perspectives, the complex-
ty and dynamics of the situation form a full context into which
he learner may meaningfully situate complementary informa-
ion.

. Paving the way for responsible driving

We have discussed how the dialogue may work as a mediating
ool to bring about intersubjectivity as efficiently as possible. The
ducation of responsible drivers requires that teacher–pupil dia-
ogues bring about shared understanding of a full traffic context
uring on-road practice. With this learning platform, teacher and
earner can truly strive to develop ‘anticipatory skills’ to judge
raffic situations, as well as ‘responsiveness’ to the needs of oth-
rs. In this way a full traffic context allows for the enhancement
f drivers reflection, understanding and attitudes that may foster
ood traffic behaviour.

The elaborative and the clarifying approach leave the inter-
ocutors with some shared understanding of upcoming exercises.
n general terms, the clarifying processes mainly reflect the
nstructor’s ideas on critical factors for the upcoming exercise.
s such, this approach does not incorporate the interrelated
ialogical nature that leads to intersubjectivity. Elaborative pro-
esses provide more than specifications that have reference to
eneral conditions and procedures as perceived by the instructor.
he learner’s ideas, questions and comments are what is being
eveloped when the participants co-construct shared knowledge
n complexity and dynamics of an upcoming exercise. The
stablishment of mutual understanding is a continuous dialog-
cal process in which concepts become mediating tools. How
he two conceptual worlds of teacher and learner merge makes
basic level for subsequent scaffolding processes.

Intersubjectivity comes to operate at two levels in driver edu-
ation; within the dialogue itself and as preparation of a tool to
e used in the upcoming exercise. Shared understanding may
e established within the teacher–pupil dialogue and this shared
round will work as a thinking device for interlocutors within
he ongoing dialogue. At the same time, intersubjectivity points
head—to a coming situation when ‘situation becomes practice’.
he learner needs to transform shared knowledge into practical
riving that reflects particular priorities that have been negoti-
ted at an earlier stage of the dialogue.
The findings presented here have implications for a broader
iscussion about the effectiveness of driver education pro-
rammes. Useful lessons about teacher approaches may be
earned from our examinations of dialogical features and dis-
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ussions of how to form the dialogue into an effective learning
ool. We have argued that effectiveness is about getting the most
ut of teacher–pupil dialogues in learning situations where the
earner has the luxury of working individually with the teacher.
his study is, however, one of the first to address the ‘how’s’ of
river education programmes as a means of effectiveness. The
nowledge is not yet detailed enough to make firm recommenda-
ions about what makes driver education effective when it comes
o driver behaviour and accident risks. In any case, it is reason-
ble to suggest that one should strive towards more effective
eacher–pupil communication. Teacher awareness about which
ialogical features enhance intersubjectivity is a key to improve
he quality of driver education. At a basic level, teachers need to
eflect upon their role in teacher–pupil dialogues. An initiative to
ncrease teacher awareness is to use peer de-briefers. Colleagues

ay observe and comment on each other’s teaching approaches
n general and on dialogic effectiveness in particular.

Our study of teacher–pupil dialogues has limitations. The
ndings stems from pupil–teacher dialogues while behind the
heel. As such, our study only addresses one type of learn-

ng situation. It still remains to be seen if teachers apply the
ame strategies in other learning situations throughout driver
ducation programmes. Furthermore, teacher–pupil dialogues as
eans for learning should be analyzed for other purposes than

ntersubjectivity. Thus, future research should search to iden-
ify additional dialogical features that may enhance learning. If
eacher approaches influence learning processes, then learning
utcomes and driver education effectiveness may be influenced
ccordingly. On this background we suggest that future research
hould develop additional knowledge about teacher supportive
pproaches. Such knowledge may bring about an effective driver
ducation that actually influences the way learners come to han-
le the vehicle in practical exercises during driver education.
his allows for the exploration of how driver behaviour and
ccident involvement in general may be linked to what actually
appens during teacher–pupil dialogues in driver education.
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